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Abstract. Formulating design principles is the primary mechanism to codify
design knowledge which elevates its meaning to a general level and applicability.
Although we can observe a great variety of abstraction levels in available design
principles, spanning from more situated to more generic levels, there is only
limited knowledge about the corresponding (dis-)advantages of using a certain
level of abstraction. That is problematic because it hinders researchers in making
informed decisions regarding the (intended) level of abstraction and practitioners
in being oriented whether the principles are already contextualized or still require
effort to apply them within their situation. Against this backdrop, this paper (1)
explores different abstraction levels based on a sample of 69 design principles
from the chatbot domain as well as (2) provides a preliminary positioning
framework and lessons learned. We aim to complement methodological guidance
and strengthen the principles' applicability, leading to knowledge reuse.
Keywords: Design Principles, Prescriptive Design Knowledge, Design Science
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Introduction

Reusability of design knowledge is paramount in Design Science Research (DSR) and
is the cornerstone of its “practical ethos” [1 p. 1]. Design principles are a well-used
codification mechanism in Information Systems (IS) research to capture knowledge
gained in design instances and elevate the resulting design knowledge to a more abstract
level [2, 3]. Subsequently, developing actionable design principles is a significant
concern of DSR to spur the reusability of successful designs and their knowledge [4].
Given that design principles should address a level that transcends the instance they are
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derived from, i.e., a meta-level, a challenge is to shape that level [4]. From our own
experiences and extensive discussion with (novice) researchers who either have started
to develop design principles or have completed corresponding projects, questions of
“how general design principles should be” are a matter of great importance. We can
also derive the need to consider the abstraction level from how design principles are
intended to be used by practitioners. Chandra Kruse et al. [5] report findings indicating
that challenges in design principle usage are, amongst others, the missing information
in them or the required scope of interpretation to instantiate them. The issues are related
to the level abstraction, as it determines how much information a design principle
conveys and what the user must do to interpret and use them in practice.
Recent research introduces design principle types, which host various instances of
prescriptive design knowledge codification, such as technological rules [6], and assign
them to application levels [7]. Our research strives not to classify different codification
mechanisms but explicitly explore potential design principle abstraction levels. For that
purpose, we build upon two underlying concepts to guide our research: First, we draw
from design hierarchies that reflect design decisions over time that, summarized,
determine the design phenomenology of an artefact [8, 9]. Second, we draw from the
notion of design theorizing and use the dichotomy of contrasting abstract design
knowledge and instance design knowledge to qualify the spectrum of potential design
levels [10]. In that regard, Gregor et al. [3] already introduced the notion of “Design
Principles Formulated” (abstract domain) and “Design Principles in Use”
(instance domain). Building upon this, we aim to explore the principle's continuum
between the rather abstract and general level of abstraction and, on the other hand, the
instance-oriented and highly specific level. This study does not argue that principles on
a relatively low or high abstraction level are more valuable than the other levels. Still,
it sheds light on the diversity of levels used in the presentation of principles to pave the
ground for advanced discussions on this particular challenge. In pursuing to address
this, our research question is as follows:
RQ: Which levels of abstraction are used for communicating design principles, and
how can these levels be structured?
To tackle this, we examine abstractions of design principles presented in DSR studies
and develop a preliminary framework that helps researchers to make (more) informed
decisions concerning the abstraction level of their principles. For practice, our results
support implementers and users in their endeavors to apply design principles by
providing orientation on how much effort is still required to contextualize the available
knowledge to a specific situation. Based on a sample of 15 articles with 69 design
principles from the chatbot and conversational agent domain (hereafter chatbot), we
inductively explore the continuum of abstractions. We choose the domain of chatbots
because there is a growing interest and availability of diverse design principles in recent
literature.
Our paper is structured as follows: Section 2 introduces the research background,
including foundations of design principles and potential level of communicating design
knowledge in DSR. Section 3 outlines the research design for exploring the abstraction
level of design principles. Section 4 summarizes observations made from the analysis

of a corpus of chatbot principles that are, in Section 5, structured using a positioning
framework. Lastly, Section 6 concludes with this study.

2

Design Principles in Information Systems Research

2.1

Design Principles

Codifying design knowledge is the mechanism to make knowledge manageable [11].
How the design knowledge is codified varies from prescriptive statements in the form
of design principles [2], design guidelines [12], and design exemplars [13]. The primary
purpose is to condense design knowledge collected in one design project and make it
available for others in an understandable format [14]; this enables design knowledge to
be used “at a later time, in a different place, or by a different group of individuals”
[15 p. 1563]. In IS research, a vital codification mechanism is given by design
principles [2]. They are used to describe the design of artefacts, and thus can be
classified as a 'meta-artefact' [16]. Over the years, there has been a wide range of design
principles for different artefacts, such as Sensemaking Support Systems [17], Business
Modelling Tools [18], or Data-Driven Services [19]. The already rich wealth of existing
principles is constantly extended as the number of papers proposing them rises steadily
[20].
An innate feature of design principles is that they are intended to be reused [21],
which implies one or more target users [3], who have considerable experience and are
professionals who can make the 'leap' to applying these prescriptions [12, 22]. Given
that practitioners’ use of design principles is not an automatism, strategic considerations
are needed to provide an adequate orientation of this [5]. In other words, the reuse of
design principles in other instances is a non-trivial matter. For example, design
principles are usually developed and codified in a clearly demarcated environment and
application domain indicated by boundary conditions [2] or a context [3], which needs
to be taken into account when reusing for another situation. In consequence, systematic
guidance and tools are required to support the reusability of principles.
2.2

Positioning Design Principles

According to Gregor & Hevner [23], contributions to design knowledge can be
classified as relatively specific, such as in the form of instantiated software products,
and relatively mature and generic, such as design theories. Design principles serve as a
nascent design theory that contains knowledge as operational principles or/and
architecture. When building design principles – depending on the underlying design
paradigm (e.g., [20]) – different artefacts can be produced, which either inform the
principle development (e.g., meta requirements [4]) or are informed by the principles
(e.g., instantiations [24]). In this study, adopting the conceptualization of Meth et al.
[25], we position design principles as a form of prescriptive design knowledge [3] that
is situated between the more abstract design requirements and the more specific design
features/situated implementations (see Figure 1).

High abstraction
Design
requirement

Low abstraction
Design principle

Design feature

Situated
implementation

Figure 1. The environment of design principles

The more abstract level contains overall goals and/or design requirements
(also called meta requirements, design goals, issues, key challenges). This level can be
defined as follows: “A design scientist needs to understand the general goals associated
with the […] to derive specific […] design requirements” [25 p. 808], “describing […]
the class of goals to which the theory applies” [4]. In contrast, the more specific level
comprises design features (also called design components). Such features are “specific
artefact capabilities to satisfy design principles”. [25 p. 814]. As design principles are
typically free from technical specifics, design features close this gap by guiding how to
implement them through a concrete artefact [18, 25]. Finally, the lowest abstraction
level contains situated implementations, which represent “instantiations
(software products or implemented processes)” [23].

3

Research Design

To examine the level of abstraction from available design principles and develop a
framework, a three-phased research design was employed.
Phase 1 – Identification of design principles for chatbots. Given that our research
requires a body of accumulated design knowledge, we searched for a mature domain
with numerous papers reporting design principles. From our experience, we knew that
the chatbot domain contains a variety of papers proposing a diverse set of design
principles on chatbots in general [26] and more specific implementations, such as for
energy feedback [27] or enterprises [28]. We used two databases to collect papers:
AISeL as design principles are typically investigated within the IS domain and
Google Scholar to consider interdisciplinary work. We searched for papers containing
the terms ‘design principle’ combined with either ‘chatbot’ and/or ‘conversational
agent’. In total, we found 21 papers from which we created a sub-sample of 15 papers
containing 69 design principles. The reduction of the sample was based on parsimony
while ensuring a high heterogeneity of the design principles. Through continuous
reflections within the author team, saturation was reached after 15 papers (see Table 1).
Phase 2 – Examining the resulting corpus. Based on the manageable set of design
principles, we explore the possible continuum from a relatively low to a rather high
abstraction. To do so, we independently performed open coding of the obtained set of
design principles. Each author noted memos, including our perceived level of
abstraction per design principle (scale from 1 low to 5 high), general observations
made, as well as noteworthy components addressed by a principle
(e.g., technology, domain, user). We discussed the findings in weekly meetings to

conceptualize how the design principles differ regarding their abstraction level and
elaborate on examples that were positioned as rather low and rather highly abstracted
to find a consensus among the author team (see results Section 4).
Phase 3 – Formalizing observations and lessons learned. In the final stage, we
consolidated the results within the author team; weekly workshops between 06/2021
and 08/2021. We derived a framework that captures the different levels of design
principle abstraction by drawing on our memos and insights from carefully reading the
design principles. We further formulate lessons learned to make more informed
decisions regarding how design principles can be positioned in future research
(see Section 5). Both are derived in abductive nature, which “is common in design
endeavors” [3].
Table 1. Overview of the literature sample analyzed in this study

ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

4

Ref.
[29]
[30]
[31]
[32]
[33]
[34]
[35]
[36]
[28]
[37]
[27]
[26]
[38]
[39]
[40]

Design principles for…
… affective chatbots.
… cooperative and social conversational Agents.
… chatbots as digital feedback systems.
… a chatbot as a facilitator for idea generation.
… trust-enhancing design features in customer service.
… conversational agents supporting health awareness.
… conversational agents as teammates.
… anthropomorphic enterprise conversational agents.
… enterprise chatbots.
… a chatbot-based learning system for coding.
… reactive energy feedback.
… a conversational agent with NLP capabilities.
… an adaptive empathy learning tool.
… health-related conversational agents.
… inquiry handovers.

Quantity
3
4
6
6
5
4
4
4
6
5
4
4
6
3
5

Examining Abstraction Level in Chatbot Design Principles

Although design principles can be classified to a certain level of abstraction
(e.g., between general overall goals and instantiations, see Section 2), we can observe
a great variety concerning the detail of such principles. This continuum spans from
highly abstract/generic principles that seem appropriate for numerous domains,
technologies, and problem classes to more specific principles that, for example,
describe aspects of the particular situation in which the principles can be implemented
successfully. From analyzing our sample, we now discuss the continuum’s observed
boundaries (i.e., turning points) and characteristics. Thereby, we do not claim which
level of abstraction is more appropriate than another (e.g., for a specific purpose) but
rather seek to create awareness of possible benefits and shortcomings that should be
taken into account.

On a relatively high abstracted level, we refer to an example from Feine et al. [28],
who proposed a set of design principles for enterprise chatbots, including:
• DP1: “Provide the ECB [Enterprise Chatbot] with the ability to adapt its
conversation style in order to communicate in the user's preferred way.”
• DP5: “Provide the ECB [Enterprise Chatbot] with the ability to use proactive
messages in order automatically notify users about changes.”
By analyzing these principle formulations, three main observations have emerged.
First, we found limited specification of typical design principle components, such as
specific user groups (see Gregor et al.’s anatomy [3]). The principle points to general
users and does not specify which particular user group is targeted (e.g., workers with a
specific role within the enterprise or customers interacting with a chatbot of a specific
enterprise). Second, although the context (i.e., boundary conditions, implementation
setting, different user characteristics [3]) of “enterprises” is emphasized, which allows
for obtaining ideas in which settings the design principles can be employed, further
details and/or unique characteristics that apply to these types of enterprises (e.g., a
domain such as commerce or production; setting such as large or small enterprise) are
not discussed. Third, some mechanisms might be helpful for numerous or even all
chatbot applications, such as “automatically notify users about changes”, which can be
used within enterprises and in other contexts, like medicine or retail too. Overall, this
type of design principle provides knowledge that seems to have a high projectability –
“how well the new research context and goals align with the context and goals of the
grounding projects from the knowledge base” [41 p. 7] – and thus can be easily
transferred to other applications, such as from enterprise into retail chatbots.
On a more specific level, we would like to use the example of Gnewuch et al. [27],
who explored energy agents and presented a set of design principles, including:
• DP1: “Provide the CA [Conversational Agent] with reactive energy feedback
comprising comprehensible information in natural language in order to help
consumers better understand their energy use and enable them to draw conclusions
on how to use energy more sustainably.”
• DP3: “Provide the CA with proactive energy feedback comprising personalized
suggestions and concrete advice in order to enable consumers to quickly respond to
incidents that require special attention for a more sustainable energy use.”
By exploring these examples, we made the following main observations. First, the
principles specify a specific class of artefacts; here “feedback agents”. Second, the
context of “energy” and some of its underlying characteristics are provided in each
principle. Third, the user “consumer” is mentioned in each principle. Fourth, the aim
of the principles is contextualized to the situation at hand, which is indicated by
statements, such as “encourage sustainable energy use in the future” or “better
understand their energy use”. Fifth, some technical aspects are touched, like “natural
language”, which indicates the need to implement approaches from natural language
processing to handle this type of language/input. In summary, the design principle
formulations report more components [3]. In contrast to abstract knowledge with high
projectability, these design principles are assumed to have a higher level of fitness –

often attributed with higher limitations to a specific context [41] – which might be more
applicable for practitioners from a particular field.

5

Towards Guiding the Abstraction Level of Design Principles

5.1

A Preliminary Positioning Framework

Based on the analysis, we derived an initial framework that is structured along two main
dimensions for (1) the density of concepts and (2) the degree of abstraction addressed
within a design principle. A distinction can be made between how many individual
concepts are addressed in each principle, which can be determined by a (semantic)
decomposition [42]. For example, the principles from Feine et al. [28] presented in
Section 4 can be decomposed into the following distinct concepts [3]:
•
•
•
•
•

Aim – “in order to communicate in the user's preferred way”.
Stakeholder – “user's”.
Context – “enterprise”.
Feature/mechanism – “ability to adapt its conversation style”.
Artefact – “chatbot”.

As a first dimension, we thus specify the concept density, which denotes the number of
distinct concepts reported within a single design principle. The level of (accumulated)
relative abstraction of each design principle is determined by the individual levels of
abstraction of every identified concept it contains, as already explained in the previous
section (e.g., a user is more abstract than a consumer). If the two dimensions of concept
density and abstraction are brought together, the design principles can be positioned
relative to each other in a quadrant system (see Figure 2; see Table 2 for illustrations).
High

14

3

15

Degree of
Abstraction

10

9

III

IV

I

II

11

6

12

Low
Low

Density of
concepts

High

Figure 2. Exemplary positioning of design principles utilizing the framework

The quadrants of the framework are as follows: Quadrant I contains the specific
principles that are formulated with a low level of abstraction, in which only a
comparatively small set of concepts are described (ID 6). Quadrant II comprises design
principles with a low abstraction level but a high concept density due to the high number
of distinct concepts described (IDs 11 and 12). Quadrant III holds those design
principles with a very high level of abstraction and few concepts (IDs 3, 10, and 15).
Finally, Quadrant IV includes design principles that have a high abstraction level and
at the same time contain numerous concepts (IDs 9 and 14). It should be noted that this
positioning framework is intended to classify a particular set of design principles
(here of the domain chatbots) in relation to each other. At the current stage, the
framework is not suitable for evaluating an isolated design principle without
comparison.
Table 2. Design principles used in the positioning framework

ID
11

Ref.
[27]

10
9

[37]
[28]

3

[31]

12

[26]

14

[39]

15

[40]

6

[34]

Exemplary design principle
“Provide the CA with reactive energy feedback comprising
comprehensible information in natural language in order to help
consumers better understand their energy use and enable them to
draw conclusions on how to use energy more sustainably.”
“Natural language based user interface.”
“Provide the ECB with the ability to adapt its conversation style in
order to communicate in the user's preferred way.”
“Trigger feedback exchange while ensuring autonomy in order to
increase persuasion.”
“Provide the CA with NLP capabilities to guide and support
practitioners individually to brainstorm items on a shared group list
or calculate and recommend an item to put on the list, update and
visualize the list with every modification, lead and encourage
practitioners to check and edit every point on the list for clarification
and allocate voting instruments to produce an ordered list by
practitioners' preferences.”
“Provide the CA with sufficient knowledge in subject-matter areas in
order for users to be informed of safe and accurate information.”
“Provide the CA with the ability to proactively initiate handovers
based on defined parameters.”
“Enable a goal-oriented and domain-specific conversation flow with
a personality that meets the user expectations.”

In general, we assume that the principles in Quadrants I and II are easier to implement
due to their lower abstraction and more specific descriptions. Contrarily, the principles
in Quadrants III and IV have to be de-abstracted before implementing them in a first
step because of their high level of abstraction. The high level of abstraction allows a
design principle to be used in a larger problem space, but at the same time makes it
more challenging to ensure the expected added value due to the necessity of the

preceding de-abstraction, which renders the successful implementation of an abstract
design principle more challenging. The placement based on concept density allows a
classification based on the number of concepts described in a design principle. The
more concepts described, the more it fits a specific context, such as a problem or
situation faced. Therefore, the degree of abstraction in connection with the concept
density suggests that the principles in Quadrant I (i.e., few concepts at a low abstraction
level) are comparatively easy to implement with little effort. The principles in Quadrant
II describe more concepts due to the higher concept density, which increases their
specificity to a particular context compared to those from Quadrant I. Design principles
in Quadrant III are probably more challenging to implement because they describe
comparatively few concepts and are also of higher abstraction, requiring effort from the
implementer. On the other hand, they have an increased range of validity because they
remain relatively superficial. Principles in Quadrant IV remain abstract but offer great
potential for de-abstraction due to their high concept density, which allows them to be
applied to other contexts.
Based on this interpretation, we conclude that the design principles in Quadrant I are
most suitable for practitioners because they require less effort for implementation. In
contrast, the principles in Quadrant IV are more suitable for researchers because their
high concept density offers great potential for further conceptualizing and designing
systems, additionally enabling de-abstraction into a specific application context.
5.2

Formalizing Lessons Learned

Previous literature already reveals several issues concerning the formulation [3] or
systematic development of design principles [43]. Based on the analysis of our sample,
heterogeneous abstraction levels and a wide range within the information density of the
studied principles could be identified. That makes it challenging for researchers and
practitioners to benefit from the gained design knowledge and utilize it in a goaloriented way. Therefore, our objective was to provide reflections that support the
development of design principles for IS artefacts and extend their overall value for
designers in emergent application domains. The following lessons learned were
iteratively derived through the independent analysis of the abstraction levels of the
principles and consolidated in meetings within the author team:
Lesson learned 1 (reuse) – Review available design principles of the class of
artefacts and adjacent classes under consideration in order to adapt these and/or justify
why additional design principles are required. Reusability is an elementary
characteristic of design principles [21]. The precondition for design-oriented
knowledge accumulation and evolution is the analysis of existing design principles and
their abstraction levels. In case principles are available on other levels of abstraction,
they might be transferable to the situation at hand, too (Lessons learned 3 & 4). If they
are not transferable or suitable to the new situation, researchers should justify why,
which also motivates the development of new principles. As an example, Poser et al.
[40] postulate as principles in the context of information transfer for chatbots in
customer service the “ability to proactively initiate handovers based on defined
parameters”. The autonomous handover to a human operator exhibits a high degree of

relevance to the entire artefact class. Thus, it gives the design principles a high degree
of reusability. In subsequent developments, the design principles could act as a metarequirement for the entire artefact class for chatbots in customer service.
Lesson learned 2 (uniqueness) – Elaborate on the domain-specifics of the design
principles to indicate if they might be transferable to other domains or not. As an
essential ingredient, the transferability to other domains should be discussed. Therefore,
the unique characteristics of a domain should be stressed to allow other researchers to
compare these characteristics and make informed decisions in reusing/adapting
available design principles. For example, Gnewuch et al. [27] selectively addressed the
B2C electricity market and provides a domain-focused solution for end-user electricity
consumption advice to increase sustainability. The design knowledge gained during
analysis, development, and evaluation (e.g., “[…] provide personalized suggestions
and concrete advice in order to enable consumers to act on it directly and encourage
sustainable energy use in the future”) was gathered in a domain-specific manner, but
could easily be transferred to (at least) related domains, such as water conservation and
other infrastructural domains. It should be noted that this strongly corresponds to the
degree of abstraction and the associated representation of the central design principle
concepts (e.g., context, aim, user, technology) (Lessons learned 5 & 6).
Lesson learned 3 (abstraction) – Reflect on what higher classes of
artefacts/knowledge are affected by the design principles at hand in order to highlight
how and if the knowledge pays off to a higher abstraction. This allows the researcher
to reflect on own performance, as the design principles may have a broader impact than
one initially assumes when developing them. Ideally, this would allow the principles to
be formulated more deliberately to fit a higher abstraction level. Referring to our
sample, design knowledge could include a more abstract class of artefacts, such as
feedback chatbots [27] or cooperative chatbots [30] that do not focus on a certain
domain or technology. Thus, the abstraction promotes the sustainability of the design
principles due to their rather versatile applicability [44].
Lesson learned 4 (de-abstraction) – Reflect on what lower classes of
artefacts/knowledge are affected by the design principles at hand in order to highlight
how and if the knowledge pays off to a lower abstraction. This analysis allows reflection
on the formulated design principles, fostering the generative potential to implement
systems/designs [45]. As the principles may have a broader impact than one initially
assumes during their development, de-abstraction helps find new target groups and
discover secondary designs [3]. Referring to our sample, knowledge on health
awareness chatbots (e.g., “enable a goal-oriented and domain-specific conversation
flow with a personality that meets the user expectations”) could refer to a more concrete
class of artefacts, such as for diabetes assistance [39] or physical fitness [34]. Deabstraction of principles contributes to the creation of novel design-relevant knowledge
that can be obtained during the implementation in other situations [44].
Lesson learned 5 (contextualization) – Contextualize the goal of the design
principles at hand in order to indicate the possible effect for a certain situation.
Researchers and implementers should recognize the benefit and purpose of specific
design principles. Even pursuing a broad goal, this lesson learned fosters understanding
the principle as a self-sufficient research result. In line with Gregor et al. [3], the goal

can be additionally supported by empirical or theoretical justification, fostering trust in
the design principles’ applicability and validity. For example, Gewuch et al. [27]
embedded the goal within the domain of energy: “[…] encourage sustainable energy
use in the future [and] better understand their energy use […]”.
Lesson learned 6 (targeting) – Specify target user group(s) of the design principles
at hand in order to position the level of abstraction. As we assume that more specific
principles provide more guidance and actability for implementing them in practice
(fitness [41]), it is essential to reflect on the target user group. The exemplary design
principles created by Gnewuch et al. [27] represent a precise specification of the user
group: ”help consumers better understand their energy use”. Contrarily, researchers
may prefer more abstract principles (high projectability [41]) that can be employed in
numerous settings by multiple target groups. For this purpose, it is advisable to name a
more generic superclass of users, which can be both academics and practitioners.

6

Discussion and Future Research

As we face a growing interest in design principles (e.g., indicated by the numerous
articles published in recent years), it seems reasonable to reuse and accumulate that
knowledge in academia and practice alike. Therefore, it is essential to be aware of the
level of abstraction, a set of design principles actually address. From an academic point
of view, when being rather abstract, typical knowledge movements include
contextualization or amplification; when being rather specific, researchers might want
to perform abstraction or generalization [41]. From a practical perspective, users might
wonder how much effort is needed to apply the principles in their specific project. To
move towards an understanding of what levels of abstraction exist in already
communicated design principles and raise awareness of possible advantages and
disadvantages, this study explores the continuum of abstraction. It proposes a
preliminary positioning framework intended to serve as a starting point for further
investigation and discussion. In doing so, we seek to complement the valuable body of
DSR methods and knowledge by enabling researchers to make more informed decisions
concerning the abstraction of design principles, which has implications for both
researchers and practitioners who want to (re-)use and accumulate this knowledge. We
hope to encourage researchers to engage with the diversity of abstraction levels when
investigating design-oriented research gaps and problems.
Naturally, this study is not free of limitations which in turn offers avenues for future
research. First, in our early stage, we mainly discuss observations and provide
descriptive insights based on our sample. In doing so, we shed light on the diversity of
levels but do not claim whether principles are more useful on a relatively low or a rather
high-level abstraction. In the following steps, we plan to advance guidance on this by
emphasizing in what situations which level of abstraction might be more useful.
Second, our sample is restricted to the domain of chatbots. Although we believe this is
a promising exemplary domain with numerous diverse principles and thus has a certain
degree of maturity, future research should examine the transferability of our results to
other domains as well. Analyzing how design principles can be positioned in additional

domains will help to validate and extend our findings and disclose possible domainspecific peculiarities (e.g., are there different levels of abstraction between domains,
such as principles for chatbots vs. principles for blockchain technologies). Third, as the
target user groups might have different intents of why using principles, future research
should investigate these across potential user groups (e.g., practitioners might prefer
more contextualized principles and researchers more abstract principles). The dilemma
between specific and generic is also known in other streams of IS research, such as
reference modeling [48–51]. Authors in that stream describe that (a) generic artefacts
can be used by more users and in more contexts, leading to a decreased value for a
specific user and (b) specific artefacts can be more efficiently employed in specific
situations/purposes, leading to a decreased overall reusability.
Nonetheless, we hope to leverage discussions on the challenges associated with the
diversity of design principle abstraction with our preliminary analysis, which might
ultimately lead to increased use and accumulation of knowledge captured in principles.
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